OneVuex and Microsoft 365
Security in the Cloud
Everything you need, wherever
you need it, in one solution.

Growing adoption of public cloud and hosted services, fast-growing ecosystems of technology and software
providers, and increasing BYOD as remote work environments expand translates to greater organizational risk that
data will be compromised. Efforts to ensure data security are further complicated by growing attack vectors such
as malware and ransomware that exploit data-in-use vulnerabilities.
Discover OneVuex Unified Systems, integrated with multiple layers of Microsoft security like Microsoft 365
Defender, Microsoft Azure Sentinel, and Microsoft Defender for Cloud for a comprehensive solution that
brings together best-in-class productivity apps with advanced security and device management to help safeguard
your business from even the most sophisticated threats. Start protecting your data, devices, and passwords today
so that you can focus on growing and managing your business with confidence.

Protect

Safeguard

Defend

What if you could protect your
company’s data?

What if you could safeguard your
people, data and infrastructure in
one complete solution?

Would you like to defend your
business from threats?

Ensure that no one can share your
information outside your business.

• OneVuex and Microsoft security
protect business data from
threats like malware and
ransomware.
• OneVuex uniquely extends
Microsoft security to other
vendor apps and platforms –
cloud to on-premises.
• Microsoft’s scale has you covered
with over 470B emails analyzed
per month, 31B identity threats
blocked, 9B endpoint threats
blocked, and over 8,500 security
experts protecting customers.2
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Security

Up-to-date security automatically
detects and defends against attacks.
Employ Zero Trust, protecting
identities, managing access, stopping
• Microsoft analyzes 24 trillion
threats, & securing apps and resources.
security signals daily—the largest
threat optics.
• OneVuex integrates most apps and
platforms with Microsoft AI that
• OneVuex integrates Microsoft
identifies users and devices, and
security that prevents, detects, and
monitors for threats.
remediates attacks across
• OneVuex extends security to most
apps, platforms, devices and multicloud environments.
• OneVuex and Microsoft secure your
business with security information
and event management (SIEM) and
extended detection and response
(XDR).

identities, endpoints, apps, email,
data, and cloud apps.

• OneVuex and Microsoft protect
your multi-cloud and hybrid
cloud workloads and secures your
servers, databases, storage,
containers, and IoT devices.

Focus on running your
business and leave
security to us.
“We continually work to raise our Secure Score. Early on, the score
feature was a driver in our choice to move to Microsoft 365—the
better our security tools, the better we do our jobs, the better our
security score.”
– Justyn Bridge, IT Manager, Peet Limited

Picture this:

With OneVuex Unified Systems and Microsoft Security:
Prevent costly cyberattacks from happening:

Cyberattacks are so
sophisticated today. Even
experts can’t detect them
before it’s too late.

• Detect threats early with Microsoft 365 Defender, Microsoft Defender for Cloud and
Microsoft Azure Sentinel, providing visibility across your organization, protecting
users, devices and infrastructure.
• Prevent phishing attacks with built-in machine learning models and impersonation
detection that quickly identify suspicious activity on email.
• Protect company devices with multifactor authentication and Windows Defender to
make it difficult for hackers to access information.
• Extend Microsoft Security to other vendor applications with OneVuex’s AI and
Code Integration Technology, protecting all your solutions through a single interface.

Give your organization greater data protection:

One of the biggest security
risks is when people
share sensitive data outside
the organization.

• Protect sensitive data from leaks with built-in Data Loss Prevention that can
automatically detect when an email includes sensitive information.
• Encrypt sensitive emails with one click to ensure that only the right individuals can
access information.
• Protect Passwords with integrated Microsoft Edge that sends immediate alerts if a
password is leaked, prompting you to change your password, thwarting intruders.
• Prevent hackers from spreading across the network with least privilege access
principles which limit user access with just-in-time and just-enough-access (JIT/JEA)
risk-based adaptive policies, and data protection.
• Create secure collaboration inside and outside the organization, with OneVuex’s
unique ability to control and monitor access to libraries and files.

Secure every device that connects to your business data:

More workers are using
multiple platforms and
personal devices to access
company data.

• Control who has access to your data deciding which devices can connect to business
applications.
• Apply security policies with multi-factor authentication (MFA) to protect business
data in iOS and Android devices. If a device goes missing, remotely wipe business
information.
• Manage business apps with mobile application management that lets you determine
who has access to business apps on personal devices.
• Ensure all devices are secure with OneVuex’s Connectivity Services that extends
security to all devices.

Contact OneVuex Corporation at 877-227-0155 or visit our website
https://onevuex.com to learn how to take your business to a secure
Modern Workplace.
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